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Abstract: Knowledge is the key determinant of the success and competitiveness of firms for operating locally
and internationally. Among many other theories, two most recent theories are important contributions in the
literature on theory of firm. Those are resource based theory of the firm and knowledge-based theory of the firm.
The latter is the extension of the former. In terms of knowledge based theory little is recommendedfrom religious
perspective as business is believed to be kept separate from religion. However, the latest drift toward
acknowledging and embracing the importance of business ethics negates such belief and practices. The study
selected Grant’s (1996) knowledge based model for analyses. It identified that knowledge based business firms
can be benefited from the religious perspective as businesses cannot get legal and prosper without adopting
ethical standards. Grant’s (1996) model does not incorporate the religious perspective for rationalizing the
ethical standards. This study analyzed it critically with intention to append the religious perspective in Grant’s
(1996) model for knowledge based firms by short listing and explaining the relevant lessons and examples
mutually endorsed by Islam and Christianity as these are two similar religions practiced by majority in the world.
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INTRODUCTION types  of knowledge which is information and knowhow

Knowledge is a very important element in the survival basedviewseeking knowledge sharing. Means resources
of companies irrespective of the fact that the company’s are viewed as the carrier and applicants of knowledge
operations are local or global. The need for knowledge in serving business as blood. 
form of well-structured timely and correct information is In summary, all relevant theories view knowledge as
further intensified in case of global operations of the the most critical resource and important tool in the way of
company due to many factors associated with its nature sustainable competitive advantage. The study identified
of operation (diversity of cultures, races, religion etc.). that various aspects of the firms play a vital role in
The existing literature which focuses on different aspects knowledge possessing and processing that it analyzes
and orientations of the knowledge considers it as the later while discussing Grant’s model [4]. Specifically, the
packet of skills and capabilities which improves the subsidiaries play an important role in knowledge creation,
probability of organizational survival and growth [1]. processing and transferringthat are procedural norms for
knowledgefor  firmsis  defined in terms of general skills knowledge management. The determination of the factors
required  for  business  emphasizing  on  more  specialized that facilitates the efficientcreation and transfer of
skills  that  ensure performance efficiency [2]. Certain knowledge becomes the pressing issue in management of
studies categorize knowledge into different subcategories. both local and international businesses [5]. Nevertheless,
For instance, researchers have differentiated between two knowledge  management  is through a commonly adopted

of procedures [3]. Other perspectives advocate resource
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and exercised practice in majority of business firms, the specialization gives rise to the issue of independence and
conformance with ethical standards while manipulating liberty for intellectual research and applications. Such
the empowering knowledge is a legal, social and moral interdependence occasionally demands unleashed liberty
binding for every business [6]. Literature though crossing limits of ethics and nature [12]. This study
recognizes and emphasizes astute knowledge perceives that stamping religious guidelines on
management, but it does not support knowledge based ethicswhile specialization in knowledge manipulation
firms learning ethical obligations within same chapters. could be a solution.
This study identified that integration of religious In addition the knowledge based view of firm
orientation in the same can optimize it. presents other challenges to businesses. Like harmonized

Literature Review: Literature highlights two different market is usually not encouraged. Literature reports two
approaches for conceptualizing firm from different main reasons that restrict the markets from serving the
perspectives of knowledge management. These are the purpose of required coordination among the specialists.
resource  based   and   the   knowledge   based  views. First, the tacit knowledge is immobile and second, if the
The  resource  based  view  argues  that  all  the  resources knowledge is explicit, risk of expropriation by perspective
of  the  firm can  be   accumulated,   added   and  utilized buyer is the hurdle.To cope such phenomenal challenges
or  they  shall  become  obsolete,  if  not updated. firm plays as an institution to integrate the specialized
Learning is therefore considered to be an important and knowledge of various individuals/experts.Such
necessary tool for updating and developing the organization reinforces the knowledge based view of
advantage achieved through proper deployment and considering knowledge creation as an individual activity.
usage of resources  [7]. In resource-based view, firms are It does not mean that the view denies the importance of
considered to be the collection of skilled and talented firm as a whole because although the knowledge
resources which can be the means for firm’s sustainable acquisition is an individualphenomenon the firm always
competitive advantage [8]. Business firms are always in provides a necessary mechanism, procedure and direction
quest oflearning and adopting effective ways to use in whole process of knowledge integration [13]. This
external and internal resources for the attainment of study analyzed that the significance of the existence of a
competitive advantage which guarantee both firm can further be strengthened through religious
sustainability and uniqueness [9].This study identified interventions preserving the recognition of the individual
that the literature does not help business firms in knowledge bearer.
rationalizing their standards for learning, adopting and
applying knowledge from religious perspectives. As Problem Statement: Having learnt the trend of
result, certain businesses victimize mankind and/or nature considering knowledge based view as a panacea for firms
by unethical misuse of their knowledge-full resources, like in this age and priming the challenges this approach
creation of mass destructive nuclear bombs is an example brings with it, this study identified that the existing
of misusing knowledge and resources. Similarly, literature on this subject does not supplement adequate
unnecessary human cloning, un-required genetic support in religious education. The study intends to
engineering experiments etc. are evidences of misuse of highlight that unleashed manipulation of powerful
knowledge management. knowledge has evidently led knowledge users invent,

The alternateschool of thought declares knowledge experiment and produce hazardous results for mankind
basedviewsomewhat an extension ofthe resource based and nature. As literature does not integrate knowledge
view of the firm with the difference that knowledge based based firm view with that of the religious support
view considers knowledge as the most important and ensuring rationality and productivity in its use, the study
primary resource of the firm [10,4,11]. The knowledge sets its objective to eliminate such vacuum.
based view adopts the Simon’s principle of bounded
rationality for explaining the logic behind the existence of Hypothesis: The study adopted the following hypothesis
firms. As per Simon’s principle an average human brain is statement:
not capacitated for unlimited acquisition, storage and
processing of knowledge. It therefore implies that the H1: Adopting religious perspective in use of Grant’s
individuals should focus on specific areas in knowledge (1996) model for knowledge utilization should lead
productionrelevant to their expertise or interest or business organization towards more effective knowledge
capability that leads to specialization. However, management.

coordination among experts of a specific field in a same
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Methodology: This is a conceptual, comparative and Satan refused to prostrate Adam for claim that he was
speculative research that selected knowledge based view superior to Adam for being created by fire while Adam
by Grant model as its unit of analysis. It compared Grant had been created with soil. In response although God
model for knowledge management with the religious demoted and fired Satan, but despite his extreme
guidelines endorsed by Islam and Christianity. The study disobedience God in a just manner kept the doors of
selected religions Islam and Christianity for two reasons. forgiveness opened for Satan by choice [14,15]. Such care
First, both Islam and Christianity are embraced by majority by God during restructuring the ranks of creatures and
of human. Second, both the short these religions share providing justice to the most undesired disobedient Satan
identical directives on the knowledge based view of firms. strengthens the argument of this study for ensuring
The study relied on religious examples rationality and justice during redefinition of organizational
reported/supported both in the Holy Quran and Sunnah hierarchies. In real practices of redefinitions in hierarchies,
for explaining Islamic perspective and Bible for that of majority of firms remain unable to provide justice to all
Christianity. The study employed analytical approach for stakeholders that result in unjust downsizing under the
comparing perspectives of both the religions with model pretext  of  cost  cutting  or   functional  abandonment.
of Grant model. Adopting deduction approach it inferred Such facts prime the need of staying ethical during
and made recommendations. redefinition in hierarchies in business firms ensuing win-

The Analyses of Grant’s Model: The studyselected the Critics may view the change in the ranks of creatures
framework of knowledge based view for firms developed by God and change in the hierarchy of a business firm
by Grant model for finding it  comprehensive  and different frame of reference. Therefore, this study shares
adopted in most business firms. As per Grant model the the real example of restructuring during the caliphate of
knowledge based view of the firm encompasses various third Islamic Caliph Hazrat Usman (RA) who was
parameters in addition to the issues of direct interest for murdered as result of mismanagement in replacement of
strategic management. To be a successful knowledge the governor of Egypt that was then a province of the
based firm Grant model recommends a business Islamic state. The office of Caliph Hazrat Usman (RA) was
organization not to be limited to four dimensions that approached by Egyptian elites complaining against the
include organizational structure,the role of hierarchy and governor Abdullah Ibn Sarah with proven charges of
the allocation of decision making rights, the nature of corruption. Caliph Hazrat Usman (RA) issued a written
coordination within the firm, determinants of firm order to replace Abdullah Ibn Sarah with Muhammad bin
boundaries and the theory of innovation. This study Abubakar. The new governor Muhammad Ibn Abubakar
acknowledges the significance of each mentioned left the capital to take over charge from Abdullah Ibn
dimension advocated by Grant in his model. It analyzes Sarah for Egypt with that group of elites. After their
each of them from religious perspective to ensure caravan had left, Marwan Ibn Hakam conspired against
importance of ethical practices in each dimension. the new governor Muhammad Ibn Abubakar in the office

Grant model contributed when a firm assumes the new of Caliph Hazrat Usman (RA) misusing the stamp of
role of coordination among different specialists for Caliph Hazrat Usman (RA) with a revised order addressing
production process then its internal structure has to be Abdullah Ibn Sarah to kill the new governor Muhammad
redefined to meet new objectives and requirements. This Ibn Abubakar with allies on arrival and continue command
study found the mentioned change process phenomenal as governor of Egypt. Coincidently, this malicious revised
but indeed change in organizational structure happens order that was sent through the personal slave of Caliph
sensitive. In compliance of religious directives of Islam Hazrat Usman (RA) on his personal camel was caught by
and Christianity in this regard, this study argues that a Muhammad Ibn Abubakar on the way. As result
redefinition in the hierarchy for changing organizational Muhammad Ibn Abubakar returned to capital, besieged
structure must be rational and pragmatic as it has the house of third Caliph for few days [17]. The allies of
implications. In order to reinforce its recommendation the Muhammad Ibn Abubakar killed Hazrat Usman (RA)
study first quotes the example of redefinition made by considering him traitor and hypocrite. This bitter example
God in the ranking of creatures when He created Adam of mismanagement in the replacement of command in the
from dust of the ground and later inhaled into him the history of Islam guides that consequences could be
snort of life; thus the man came into a living creatureand disastrous when changes in organizational structures are
ordered all angels and giants to prostrate Adam. As result redefined without justice and astute care. It is true that

win situation for all stakeholders [16].
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change  management  in   form   of  hierarchical Grant’s model is skewed towards essential delegation
redefinition  in  business firms usually imitate a of decision making into the hands of knowledge bearers,
conspiracy approach against un-required or redundant its applicants and creators in all situations which is
stakeholders which leads organizations to no positive always never pragmatic. This study does not negate the
repute in result. importance of placing and activating a formal hierarchy to

This study has witnessed various real business world preserve decision making into right hands, however it
organizational restructuring due to changing market simultaneously acknowledges that new knowledge based
conditions. The study found that financial constraints firms with medium or small size usually grow faster with
and profit orientated primary targets supersede flat hierarchy as it conforms better with the nature of
predilections of top management while redefining knowledge inventors and business requirements. As the
structural changes and principles of justices mutually size and business of the knowledge based firm expands,
endorsed by Islam and Christianity are usually larger hierarchy becomes a need with well defined
compromised committing injustice with knowledge delegations and authorizations for decision making at
workers. The study recommends not to compromise on multiple levels. Decision making approach in Islam is
the principles of justice taught by religion during participatory [22]. Mutual consultation is recommended in
redefinition of structures. Islam [23]. The Sunnah of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is

Grant model emphasized that definition of formal full of examples of mutual consultation, like the battle of
organizational structure with proper implementation is trench was won based on mutual consultation and
only the first prerequisite for an effective operation of a consensus among Muslims on digging a trench for
knowledge based firm. Organizational structure shall only defense [24]. The example of decision making in Senate in
serve as hardware unless compliance of a formal defined the ancient Rome signifies the mutual consultation in
hierarchy with rights for decision making into the hands Christianity and other religions as well [7,25]. Where
of the right stakeholders is not ensured. Grant model religious perspective on decision making delegation is
emphasized let the knowledge creators be in-charge and recommended to be through mutual consultations, on
final decision maker. This study learnt from Islam and occasion Islam and Christianity allowed decisions making
Christianity that both the religions emphasizes the need to be delegated to a unique commander. Like when
of a central command for decision making in the society or Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) delegated command to 17
any setup where roles exists like a knowledge based firm. years old Hazrat Osama of the Muslim Army, he (PBUH)
Islam stresses on obedience and cooperation with just advised him to take decisions using Quran his Sunnah
Caliph  or   Imam  [18]  while  Christianity  also  advocates and wisdom together [26,27]. Similarly, Moses delegated
accepting directives of a priest. Further, for business command to his brother as mentioned above while he
management literature stresses on scalar chain and unity visited the mountain to collect Torah [28]. The study thus
of command in an organization [19]. Does this connote clarifies that in religious perspectives hierarchy setting
religious perspective discourages the flexibility and and authorizing decision making are recommended to be
freedom of expression? The right answer is No! Both flexible. The study thus finds that integrating religious
Islam and Christianity allow businesses to tune the perspective in afore mentioned parameter with Grant’s
intensity and levels of their hierarchy and delegation for (1996) view will give leverage to knowledge based firms
decision making as their required. For example Al - Quran for being flexible and agile in delegation of decision
and Bible are evident that Prophet Moses awarded making as and when required. 
salvation his nation from the atrocities of Pharaoh and Next Grant’s model for effective knowledge
later led them being a single in command without any management stresses on the nature of coordination within
deputy. Moses deputized his brother Haroon only when the firm. Coordination among teams of knowledge bearers
he left his nation for collecting the book Torah from God. may take any shape out of the hierarchical, networking,
On return he resumes his command. When Moses facilitating or coaching paradigm [19]. While this study
returned from Mount Sinai, he talked to Aaron and all the considers definitions and details of such team
people of Israel and commanded them what the God had coordination models out of its scope, it perceives that
conversed with him [20,21]. These facts in religious Grant’s model lacks explaining which model of team
lessons are evidence that both religions allow flexibility in coordination should be adopted under what type of
hierarchy as the prophet Moses extended and contracted circumstances. In Islam the example of battle of trench
his hierarchy as required in the given example. depicts  that  facilitating  paradigm  was adopted by Holy
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Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) [29,24]. Later the Islamic battles [31]. That is how Islamic perspective in using
caliphs adopted hierarchical paradigm of coordination for invention in weapons is witnessed in boundaries that
running Islamic state affairs as its size expanded  [17]. preserve humanity, betterment for mankind and rationality
This guides that religious perspective on nature of in inventions. 
coordination remained flexible and allows utilizing any of The current unleashed misuse of technology and
the mentioned paradigms by Schermerhorn (2010) as the inventions is result of no commitment of theory of
size and situation of business require. The study finds invention to religious guidelines. Like porn websites are
religious perspectives in terms of team coordination are openly and freely accessible these days. Such misuse of
more flexible than Grant’s model. The study thus finds IT inventions is indeed result of no conformance with
that integrating religious perspective in nature of theories of boundary and innovations with religious
coordination with Grant’s model shall enable knowledge perspectives. These have indeed led world to limitless
based firms with broader range of choices. challenges.

Determinant of firm’s boundary is the next dimension
on which Grant model bases the effective knowledge CONCLUSION
management that already conforms with religious
guidelines indirectly. Quantization of business scope and Based on the analytical discussion of facts,
reach is certainly necessary for ensuring success. This arguments and knowledge management theories, the
indirectly also reinforces that stance of this study that study infers that incorporation of religious guidelines in
businesses define and observe limits on knowledge knowledge management model of Grant model shall lead
manipulation especially in inventions. Destructive businesses to more rational, productive and constructive
inventions and their misuse had lead mankind to the use and applications of knowledge. The study thus
current horrible form of worldwide terrorism. Such bitter substantiates its hypothesis H1. 
facts reinforce the need of positive use of knowledge
manipulation and applications. Like these days it is Future Research: The conceptual study invites further
possible in Gynecology to help weak/ill woman in empirical research in the relevant domains in future as
conceiving pregnancy through test tube approach. testing intervention of religious perspective in knowledge
However, in case if a gynecology clinic does not restrict optimization, applications and inventions shall have to be
itself to benefiting only the legally bonded or married tested for enhancement towards better.
couples, disaster could be caused in society for
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